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546 Ethereum
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DATES

Private Sale

Public Sale

Q3 2018

STAGE OF PROJECT DEVELOPMENT
MVP

ABOUT THE COMPANY
FOUNDED 2017

Registered as Menlo One

WEB DOMAIN https://menlo.one

FOUNDERS
Matthew Nolan

Co-founder, CEO,
Founder, Engineering

Serial entrepreneur that founded Speek and co-founded
Verona. Matt is also a Former Sr Engineer at JP Morgan
and IBM. TED resident.

Marcie Grambeau

Co-founder, Marketing
and Communications
Director

Multi-skilled marketer, previously from ARK Advisors.

KEY TECHNICAL MEMBERS
COO, ICO Advisor

Operations and product development entrepreneur.
Expert in ICO conceptualization.

David Dawson

CTO

15 years at Microsoft directing across product &
software engineers. Delivered products that power
Windows, Xbox & Oﬃce from scalable enterprise
services to consumer mobile products. Co-founded Mast
Mobile as CTO that sold to Hearsay Systems.

Rick Bross

Lead Front-end
Developer

Long time programmer with experience launching
platforms in AI and labor automation space.

Brandon Carlson

Web Architect

Custom web application architect veteran. Has launched
platforms ranging from Fortune 100 companies and to
the US government.

David Hoover

Blockchain Architect

Experienced developer with in the Ethereum ecosystem.
David has developed at ConsenSys and Raise.

Ian Welch

Business Development

Startup veteran. Ian advises several projects and is highly
connected within the startup space.

Nathan Windsor

Business Development

Founder at Macroscape Blockchain Venture Studios and
a competent UX consultant.

Rob Watson

Global Business
Development

Long time cryptocurrency enthusiast that has worked
at EA games to ensure quality. Rob is also a part-time
analyst at the well known cryptocurrency community,
Bitcoin Bravado.

Tiaan Wolmarans
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ADVISORS
David Langer

Funding

Venture Partner at Pioneer Fund

Rick Dudley

Blockchain Architect

Founder at VulcanizeDB

Richard Titus

Business

Partner at Ark Advisors

Jill Richmond

Marketing

SVP at Sparkchain, Co-founder Digital Asset Trade
Association

Mike Norman

Strategy

Co-founder at WeFunder

Jake Baval

Community

Korean Jew Trading

Marissa Kim

Legal

Partner at Ark Advisors

Markus Ament

Strategy

Co-founder and Chief Strategy Oﬃcer at Taulia

Mike Hostetler

Engineering

Director of Blockchain at Raise, JQuery

THE MENLO TOKEN
TOKEN TYPE: MENLO TOKEN (ONE) - ERC20 TOKEN

MENLO ONE SUMMARY
THE PROBLEM MENLO ONE SOLVES
Realization of the promise of Blockchain technology will be achieved in part through the creation and use of decentralized
applications (dApps) that utilize one or more Blockchain networks.
The mainstream adoption of dApps requires that they can be developed and used, simply and easily, exhibiting the
performance and feel that consumers have become accustomed to through the use of centralized applications. They need
to look, feel and perform like centralized apps, while offering the beneﬁts of decentralization. At present, this is not the
case. Signiﬁcant progress is still required in the development of a multitude of frameworks that will enable dApps to be
created analogously to how conventional centralized apps are created today.

WHAT IS MENLO ONE
Menlo One aims to address the critical limitations around user experience, security, and compliance that presently hinder
widespread adoption of decentralized networks. These include diﬃcult management of private and public keys, user
interfaces that are not intuitive, the need to install software such as Metamask, and user interfaces that are foreign,
requiring a user to visit a wide number of sites to research, initiate, complete and track a transaction.
The Menlo One framework is a developer stack for the development of dApps. Menlo One is comprised of four
layers: MenloCore, the data layer; Pocketbook, the transaction layer; Guilds, the governance layer and TownHall; the
communication layer. These layers can be utilized by developers to easily and quickly create dApps. The Menlo One
stack for dApp development is to Blockchain, what Rails is to Ruby, or what Wordpress is to LAMP. Menlo One presents
itself as a re-imagined web stack enabling a future with no administrators, censors, or single points of failure; providing
developers with communication, social, and automation capabilities that have been unavailable until now.
As an interoperability solution, Menlo One aims to enable developers to create dApps on top of multiple Blockchains like
Ethereum, Stellar, NEO, Hyperledger, Hashgraph and EOS, while utilizing protocols like IPFS for data access. With Menlo
One, developers will be able to create dApps with cloud performance, enabling users to be paid for their attention, to be
paid for the value they create and to own their own data—all while being free from censorship.
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INVICTUS ANALYSIS
PROCESS
Invictus senior associate, Brian Watson, met team members of Menlo One in person in New York City in June 2018 while
attending the World Blockchain Forum. Following initial conversations, Brian travelled to meet with Menlo One CEO,
Matthew Nolan, and co-founder and head of Marketing and Communications, Marcie Grambeau at their oﬃces. Brian
also spoke with Tiaan Wolmarans, the COO at Menlo One
at a separate function. Tiaan shared his story of how he
ﬁrst became aware of Menlo One and what motivated
his decision to relocate from across the globe to NY to
join the Menlo One team. Brian also spoke at length with
Nathan Windsor over dinner who is a member of the
business development team at Menlo One. During these
meetings, Menlo One was observed to be a close-knit
team with healthy dynamics and strong leadership. All
members of the project were very enthusiastic about
Menlo One and deeply committed to its success.
Following the initial in-person meetings, Invictus analysts
initiated an extensive review of Menlo One’s whitepaper
and related materials. This was followed by a call with
Matthew Nolan in which Matthew was able to formally
pitch the project to the Invictus team and respond
to questions from the analysts. Brian Watson also
maintained direct contact with Nolan, Grambeau and
Windsor, enabling Invictus to have any questions about
the project answered in a short time-frame. In late June,
an advisory committee meeting was held and a tentative
decision to invest in Menlo One was made.
Following ﬁnal negotiations between Invictus and Menlo One, a decision was made to invest $ 250 k in Menlo One
pending completion of the due diligence requirements. Following legal review of the token purchase agreement by
Invictus’s legal counsel, Decentra Group, and acquisition and inspection of documents on the Invictus due diligence
checklist, the token purchase agreement (TPA) was signed on 23rd of July 2018, ﬁnalizing the partnership with and
investment in Menlo One by the Invictus Hyperion Fund.

TECHNOLOGY
The Menlo One Framework is comprised of four layers that provide a way for dApps to have distributed cloud storage
and caching, transactions, communication, governance, and automation. The layers of the framework that enable these
attributes are MenloCore, Pocketbook, Guilds and TownHall.
Menlo Core - The Data Layer
Cloud-based web apps provide users with the convenience of performing tasks like queries without having to download
the entire Blockchain locally. MenloCore employs systems and protocols that leverage the security guarantees of a
Blockchain network and the cost eﬃciency of distributed data storage with the speed and reliability of a traditional web
server.
MenloCore utilizes the InterPlanetary File System (IPFS) protocol for data storage. IPFS provides a permanent and
decentralized method for storing and sharing ﬁles. The ﬁles are cached on an array of user-operated nodes to perform
data queries without burdening the end user. Through the use of Menlo Core, a dApp will be able to reward users for both
their attention and the value created within the wdApp, while rewarding Content Nodes for making data available.
Pocketbook - The Transaction Layer
The heart of Pocketbook is an integrated Smart Wallet designed to improve the user experience of dApps. The wallet has
an integrated API, allowing for automated transactions using an Early Bird Protocol, and Pre-Permissioned Transactions,
allowing users to perform certain frequent actions (such as commenting, liking, etc.) without the need to authorize every
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transaction. Pocketbook has been designed with
security in mind.
Pocketbook’s Auto-Buy feature allows users to
schedule future transactions. In the case of an
ICO marketplace or a festival-ticketing auction,
this feature enables users to buy tokens without
having to be at the computer at the opening of
a sale. The wallet API interfaces with a smart
contract, creating a queue of purchases for an
event. This queuing feature enables users to beat
“fast ﬁnger” sales that sell out in minutes, and
instead, allows buyers to gradually enter from
the moment a sale is announced. Pocketbook
eliminates the need to use copying-and-pasting
of a smart contract address, minimising the risk
of users mishandling data or a malware attack.
Menlo Guilds - The Governance Layer
Guilds is a system for people with domain
expertise in a given ﬁeld to create decentralized
autonomous organizations. Within these DAOs
members will create Token-Curated Registries
(TCR) to provide dApp users with expert
opinions.
Guilds has been designed to:
1. Encourage experts to share their
insight.
2. Reduce corruption and bribery in online
reviews.
3. Establish a system for ecosystem governance that can identify and deal with bad actors.
Numerous studies have shown that ﬁnancially incentivizing people to give reviews is highly effective. Organizing people
into decentralized social structures called “guilds” (a concept dating back to the middle ages) effectively reduces
opportunities for corruption in reviews. Guilds are designed to encourage people to consider the reputation of their peers
as well as their own when contributing to a discussion or providing feedback.
Consider an example of a token marketplace: A group of highly respected engineers can form a “Developer Guild” to review
ICOs. Together, they review the technical merits of Token Sellers and stake their reputation on providing the community
with their reviews.
Token Sellers might submit a request to be reviewed and place a bounty of ONE tokens in escrow through a smart
contract. Any number of Guilds can review the Token Seller and the Token Seller is unable to select or favor any one review.
The ONE tokens in the bounty are not distributed evenly to the Guilds that created the reviews instead, the payout they
receive is relative to the amount of REP the guild has. The higher their reputation, the greater the payout. A Guild has to
provide high quality, insightful reviews over time in order to build enough REP to monetize their expertise, and Guilds can
later lose REP by providing low-quality reviews. The Guild layer of the Menlo One stack framework incentives excellence
within dApps.
Menlo TownHall - The Communication Layer
Menlo TownHall is a protocol to facilitate a decentralized, token incentivized communication system. This system is built
with a matrix of smart contracts and rewards participants who provide high-value information to an online conversation or
discussion in ONE.
Online Chat is intended to be the primary functionality that TownHall provides a dApp. Hash Mail is another use case of
Menlo TownHall, enabling paid private messaging within a dApp. By leveraging symmetric encryption techniques with
smart contracts it is possible to enable users to set a price for an encrypted message to be read.
There is an inﬁnite number of possible applications that could be built with Menlo TownHall including the following
hypothetical use cases:
•

A monetized version of Stack Overﬂow which rewards users to solve complex software problems.

•

A monetized version of Quora where high-value contributors are rewarded for providing expert advice.
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•

An online community like Reddit where users with the best posts are rewarded.

•

A task management system like Trello where users are paid to complete tasks.

•

An online logo design community where a customer puts up a bounty for a logo and the best logo gets a payout.

Within TownHall, ONE tokens are used by the ecosystem for posting, voting, and rewards. Within a dAPP, each participant
contributes ONE tokens to the system. The community then signals which messages have the highest value or are
the most relevant. Those who have the highest value contribution are rewarded with a payout in ONE tokens from the
system.
Menlo TownHall enables the creation of an immutable forum that is critical to ensure that a conversation has not
been altered. User actions such as voting, opening a message, or winning a payout are events that serve as signals of
reputation. TownHall provides many opportunities to quantify a user’s level of reputation in the network.
Proof-of-Reputation - Reputation Score
PoR utilizes a token-curated reputation score (REP) informed by smart contracts that take signals from events in
a dApps ecosystem. This score is used to weigh how much a user stands to make from an impression or another
monetizable event, with the payout in ONE tokens. The payout is relative to the amount of non-fungible REP a user holds.
REP building actions include contributing comments, posts, reviews, the value of which is determined by community
upvotes. Upvoting itself is a REP worthy action to incentivize participation. PoR is contrasted against popular consensus
algorithms such Proof-of-Stake in that one’s reputation cannot be bought or sold (both conceptually and in this instance
technically). Proof-of-Reputation minimises the risk of centralized control, is environmentally friendly, and relatively fast
to use. Although Menlo One is currently primarily based on Ethereum, it’s theoretically possible to migrate the entire
network to another Blockchain so long as the new network can agree to migrate REP balances.

PRODUCT AND TOKEN
The Menlo One framework aims to enable the development of dApps. ONE, the token of the Menlo One framework, will
be used for:
Use of ONE as a Currency For Data
In order to ensure Menlo One can provide users with an experience that is fast and responsive, the data on Menlo One
will be provided by a network of high-performance Content Nodes. Running the system of Nodes is not free. The Content
Nodes are incentivized by payments in ONE tokens.
Use of ONE as a Currency for Attention
At its core, Menlo One is a marketplace for attention. In the speciﬁc use case of an ICO, a company selling a token pays a
Content Node to deliver project proﬁle page data to a prospective customer and pays the customer for their attention.
Use of ONE as a Virtuous Incentive Mechanism in dApps
Within the Menlo One framework, ONE will function as a currency to incentivize users for participating. Since all user
activities are recorded on an immutable ledger, a proﬁle can be created to assess the value of a user in many regards,
some of which will, or will not be of interest to advertisers. Advertisers prefer to pay more to have an ad viewed by a
certain user and are happy to neglect to show the ad to users whose proﬁles are not of interest, avoiding needless
expense. Through the use of the Menlo One framework, dApps will be able to reward users for viewing adds for which
they have been targeted. Users are able to take a share in advertising revenue.
Invictus has analyzed the token allocations of ONE tokens by Menlo One and determined that they are reasonable and
suitably reward and incentivize the team and advisors, and provide an allocation for the future growth of the Menlo
tokens. With regard to token utility, the Menlo One framework provides many use cases for ONE tokens that will drive
the market demand for them. The use of staking within dApps built on Menlo One provides a mechanism by which the
effective circulating supply of ONE tokens will be reduced, thereby decreasing the overall token velocity, which acts to
increase the market price of a token.
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COMMUNITY
Menlo One has a strong following on social media and an active community on Telegram.
Considering that Menlo One only began to ramp up their marketing efforts in June along with the release of their ﬁrst
explainer video, the size of their communities and strength of their following is quite impressive. It is an indication of
the quality of the project and the number of people that recognize its value to the Blockchain ecosystem. To date, Menlo
One’s Telegram boasts over 12.8 k member and their twitter account has 10.9 k followers. Interviews of Menlo One CEO,
Matthew Nolan by Bitcoin Bravado stand as signals to the quality and broad appeal of the Menlo One project to the
broader Blockchain community.

MARKET
The market for frameworks like the one presented by the Menlo One’s team is signiﬁcant. Competition will exist as other
developers create new development platforms and frameworks for the creation of dApps. However, it is reasonable to
expect that in time some major products will garner adoption as the go-to frameworks for dApp development. We see
Menlo One as the ﬁrst major mover in this space and expect them to gain a large share of the market in coming years.
The framework is ﬂexible and will be able to accommodate new Blockchains that will be created in the future.
dApps built on the Menlo One platform are projected to process over 100 of million of dollars within the ﬁrst year
of operation. We expect trillions of dollars to be processed through dApps annually. If just 10% of these dApps are
developed using the Menlo Framework, the utility of the ONE token can be expected to increase signiﬁcantly, along
with its corresponding value. The Hard Cap of the Menlo One token sale is $15M USD resulting in an initial total token
capitalization of $42.86 M. Provided that the Menlo One framework gains traction with developers, it is reasonable to
expect the total capitalization of ONE tokens to exceed this $42.86 M initial valuation.
Menlo One has made signiﬁcant strides towards ensuring that their tokens will be listed on exchanges and have
partnerships that will be announced in due course. Invictus Capital will work alongside Menlo One to ensure that the ONE
token is listed on exchanges within our network.

TEAM
The Menlo One team is comprised of a number of highly skilled software developers and Blockchain experts with strong
track records in the space. Team leaders have invested considerable time, energy and money to design and produce the
software behind Menlo One.
The Menlo One team is led by Matthew Nolan, a serial entrepreneur and highly qualiﬁed software engineer that founded
Speek, co-founded Verona, worked as Senior Engineer at JP Morgan and IBM and held a position as TED resident
speaker. Matthew worked to help the Ethereum Foundation by creating Ether-Signal, enabling the community to vote on
forking following the DAO hack. Matthew is deeply connected within Blockchain circles and has been an active member
of the broader community since 2014. The CTO, David Dawson is a software veteran with 15 years at Microsoft directing
engineering organizations across product & software engineers. He delivered products that power Windows, Xbox &
Oﬃce including scalable enterprise services to consumer mobile products. He also co-founded Mast Mobile as CTO on
business mobile-focused communication services that sold to Hearsay Systems.
Co-founder, Marcie Grambeau possesses experience working on planning, execution, production and consulting for a
wide variety of products and services across Wellness, Entertainment & Tech sectors. She previously worked with ARK
Advisors supporting companies through the ICO process. Together, the talented and experienced team at Menlo are able
to leverage their cumulative experience working for brands like, JP Morgan, IBM, Microsoft, Ark Advisors, Mast, Hemp
Coin, Real Fever, VML, High 5 Games, IPsoft, Lexus, Mastercard, Consensys, Augur, Circles Project, One Second Everyday,
Glimpse, Pager, RChain, EA and Path.
The CTO, David Dawson is a software veteran with 15 years at Microsoft directing engineering organizations across
product & software engineers. He delivered products that power Windows, Xbox & Oﬃce including scalable enterprise
services to consumer mobile products. He also co-founded Mast Mobile as CTO on business mobile-focused
communication services that sold to Hearsay Systems.
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Co-founder, Marcie Grambeau possesses experience working on planning, execution, production and consulting for a
wide variety of products and services across Wellness, Entertainment & Tech sectors. She previously worked with ARK
Advisors supporting companies through the ICO process. Together, the talented and experienced team at Menlo are able
to leverage their cumulative experience working for brands like, JP Morgan, IBM, Microsoft, Ark Advisors, Mast, Hemp
Coin, Real Fever, VML, High 5 Games, IPsoft, Lexus, Mastercard, Consensys, Augur, Circles Project, One Second Everyday,
Glimpse, Pager, RChain, EA and Path.

SUMMARY
There is little doubt that development frameworks will be required for further development of decentralized technology
and the dApps through which we access distributed ledgers. Frameworks have proven to be an essential element of
centralized application development and the evolution of decentralized technology will require the creation of a full
suite of frameworks for dApp development. Hyperion Fund analysts have determined that the Menlo One project is an
ambitious, but necessary project. The Hyperion Fund is conﬁdent in the team driving Menlo One and their ability to make
signiﬁcant headway in executing their vision.
Menlo One’s main challenge will be to attract developers to use their framework for dApp development and to ensure
that their product establishes itself as development standard, adapting and evolving to meet needs of the community.
The Menlo One leadership has communicated that the allocation of tokens for future development will be used to host
hackathons and encourage the use of the Menlo One framework by developers.

DOCUMENT REQUESTS AND LEGAL ENGAGEMENT
Documents were requested from Menlo One and reviewed to mitigate the following risks with regard to Menlo One:
•

Risks to Leadership

•

Risks to Business Continuity

•

Risks to Intellectual Property

•

Risks to Financial Standing

•

Regulatory Risk

•

Risks to Feasibility

These risk areas were further investigated by our legal counsel, Decentra Legal, who was engaged to review the token
purchase agreement and Menlo One white paper, evaluating them to ensure that the following topics pertinent to token
purchases were appropriate and protected the interests of the token purchaser, the Invictus Hyperion Fund:
•

Commitments in whitepaper and ICO agreement to terms described therein

•

Issuers obligations to accomplish the proposed business model

•

Organizational structure and founder commitment

•

Coin or token attributes and beneﬁts

•

Soft and hard caps of token sale

•

Information rights of token holders

•

Documents were requested from Menlo One and reviewed to mitigate the following risks closing mechanics if a soft
cap is not reached tokens are not issued

•

Disclaimers are reasonable and do not completely absolve founders of any liability

•

Transfer restrictions to protect the market from being ﬂooded with ONE tokens termination rights

Invictus, advised by it’s legal partner, has determined that Menlo One is on fair legal footing and that there are no obvious
legal risks in the project itself.
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